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nutrition science, physiology, biochemistry, and functions of body systems.
use of a variety of laboratory techniques including, chemical, enzymatic,

calorimetric, and microbiological analysis. principles and major concepts of
functional nutrition. course may be offered in classroom-based, online, or
hybrid format. 2 lectures. nutrition practice for specific clinical disorders
including insulin resistance syndrome, obesity, malnutrition, diabetes,
metabolic syndrome, and so forth. current dietary recommendations.

essential fatty acids, vitamins, minerals, certain beverages, role of food
packaging. 3 lectures, 1 laboratory. clinical nutrition and critical appraisal of

different types of manuscripts. clinical nutrition research proposals and
manuscripts. criteria for publication, peer review, and funding mechanisms. 3
lectures, 1 laboratory. highlights current issues and developments in the field

of consumer science, nutrition, and dietary supplements. examination of
materials used for labeling, claiming, and testing for functional foods and

dietary supplements. 3 lectures. a comprehensive study of nutrition. topics
include the history and goals of nutrition science. nutrition across the life

span. common sources of nutrition information in different media. appetite
regulation. nutrition and athletics. 3 lectures, 1 laboratory. overview of basic

elements of nutrition, including mechanisms of energy, protein, vitamin,
mineral, and fiber metabolism. advanced biochemical aspects of nutritional
physiology, including bioenergetics, endocrine, and metabolic pathways. 3

lectures. students also must attend lecture
gki8cjhxr4ooywcfwcfwcs2h0gbmeq with the same topics

gki8cjhxr4ooywcfwcfwcs2h0gbmeq if applicable, for the topic "course:
advanced nutrition and human metabolism". in addition, the pre-requisite can

be taken in the course applied nutrition.
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the first objective of nutrition
practice is to bring the

dietary recommendation to
the patient. the global

incidence of overweight and
obesity has increased to

epidemic proportions and the
longer it continues, the

greater the risk of associated
diseases. nutritional

recommendations are even
more important for children
and adults with a high risk

for certain diseases. a
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systematic approach to a
well-balanced diet is an
important step in health
promotion and disease

prevention. understanding
the diet and nutritional
requirements of special

populations, such as
pregnant or lactating

women, children, people with
special needs, the elderly,

and other high-risk groups is
also part of nutrition
practice. the dietary

approach to prevention has
been recognized as a vital

public health strategy for the
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prevention of chronic
diseases. essential nutrients
provide the building blocks

for cells and tissues to create
energy. when nutrients are
in short supply in the diet,

cells become more efficient
at using the nutrients from

food. two nutrients the body
can make itself are protein
and glucose. nutrients also

help the body to break down
and use stored energy, such
as fat. inadequate amounts
of nutrients are used by the

body, and other nutrients are
needed to replace those lost.
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essential nutrients are found
in the foods we eat. the body

does not store nutrients.
when a person is not getting

enough food, or when a
person eats too much, the

body makes use of the
nutrients from that food.

eating a balanced diet is the
most effective way to ensure

that the body receives the
nutrients it needs.
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